“The Black Watch Band and Pipes”
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Coverage of a special performance by members of the Black Watch Band, a Scottish regiment on tour in the United States. A number of area school children were invited to the South Lawn to witness the performance.

Sound is synced to remarks and the performance.

Shot List

0'- Sequence of shots of the performers and the audience on the South Lawn.
14'- Caroline Kennedy and John F. Kennedy, Jr., watch the preliminaries from the White House balcony.
16'- Shots of various members of the Black Watch.
20'- Title frame.
30'- President John F. Kennedy and First Lady Jacqueline Kennedy walk across the South Lawn to meet Major Wingate Gray, leader of the Black Watch.
50'- President Kennedy makes impromptu remarks of welcome. (No printed text in the Public Papers.)
146'- Major Gray responds in kind and then presents President Kennedy with an officer's dirk.
180'- Caroline and John Jr. are joined by their parents and Major Gray.
190'- The Black Watch regiment performs. Camera follows performance with occasional cuts to the audience spotting Joan Kennedy and her children and Pat Lawford.
479'- President and his family applaud the performance.
500'- Long shot of the South Lawn.
503'- End action.